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China buys a stake in Nigeria’s oil industry 

China Petrochemical Corporation has agreed to buy an oil concession in Nigeria for US$2.46 billion 

with France's Total ADR this week. The bloc was co-owned by U.S. groups Chevron and ExxonMobil 

and Canadian company Nexen, reports Nigeria’s PM News. The Company has been committed to 

building a mutually beneficial relationship with international peers, while expanding business overseas. 

The agreement gives the company a chance to participate in the development of the oil industry in 

Nigeria and provide the region with crude oil, according to news site China.org. 

DRC satellite to be built and launched by China  

China Great Wall Industry Corporation will launch a communications satellite for the Democratic  

Republic of the Congo before the end of 2015. China Telecom will play an active role in the project by 

upgrading the operating system and providing management services to the network, according to  

China Daily. The deal marks the second time that China has  provided a satellite to African nations,  

following the NigComSat 1 launched in 2007 for Nigeria, reports the Indian Zee News. 

 

Xi Jinping warns party leaders of corruption scourge 

New Communist Party leader Xi Jinping faces mounting calls to overhaul the nation's economic and 

political systems - and public expectations are high. But Xi's first challenge would be to restore the 

government's credibility, reports South China Morning Post. Recently, Xi has warned Communist  

Party officials about the need to fight corruption, arguing that countries where corruption prompted 

major public anger have experienced social unrest and regime collapse. Party leaders have often  

reiterated that corruption is a serious threat to their rule, according to website Salon News in the U.S.  

 

Somali piracy: China calls for further coordination  

China has called on the international community to strengthen communication and coordination in  

further combating Somali piracy. Wang Min, the Chinese Representative to the U.N., said that  

international cooperation has achieved remarkable results with less successful piracy attacks over the 

past few years, according to China Daily. China noted that in relevant activities, the international  

community should fully respect the sovereignty and territorial integrity of the countries concerned,  

reports Somalian newspaper Wararka. 

 

China opposes EU carbon emissions tax 

China's chief negotiator to the UN climate change talks said recently that his country has opposed the 

European Union's Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS). However, he said the country is willing to seek a 

solution to carbon emissions reduction in the aviation industry through multilateral mechanisms,  

reports China Daily. ETS requires all airlines flying into or out of the EU to pay into a greenhouse gas 

emission allowance-trading scheme - except those countries which already have a similar system at 

home, according to U.K. newspaper The Observer. 
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